Squash FOCUS
Endeavor (Hybrid)

Endeavor is a vigorous-growing variety that yields large, small-spined
fruit that are medium dark green and glossy. Plant has a nice open
habit. This variety is suitable for many growing areas.
• Vigorous, open, easy to harvest plants
• Early and steady yields

Zucchini

Fiesta (Hybrid)

Fiesta offers spineless petioles, which produce outstanding yields with
minimal harvest damage. The open plant habit allows for ease of harvest
for the uniformly shaped and sized fruit.
• Spineless for easy harvest and little fruit damage
• High yield potential

Zucchini

Z’Oro (Hybrid)

The blocky, cylindrical fruits of Z’Oro are extremely straight, with no
bulbing and very little curving. Uniformly colored, medium-yellow
fruits show well with a small blossom scar. It is a prolific yielder with
rare greening at the spine or blossom end. Well adapted.

Zucchini

• Very straight, blocky, cylindrical fruits
• Small blossom end scar
• Good color without speckles or green ends

Gregory (Hybrid)

Gregory is a unique looking Caserta type squash ideal for fresh
market. The disease resistant plants offer high yields of quality fruits
that are easy to harvest. Superior results seen over o.p. strains.
• Vigorous vines
• High yield potential

Caserta
DISCLAIMER: Claims and other disclosed information are based on our observations and/or information from other sources. Crop performance depends on the interaction between the
genetic potential of the seed, its physiological characteristics, the environment, including management, and other uncontrollable factors that may alter expected performance. Triploid hybrid
watermelon varieties will on occasion produce empty white seed coats or hard, dark undeveloped seeds and, therefore, are not warranted to be completely “seedless”. Statements concerning
the reaction of varieties to a specific pathogen, pest or stress are based on evaluation under defined conditions. These reactions can be affected by changes in environmental and biological
factors, especially new pathogen races, pest biotypes or vectors of disease agents. Therefore, we give no warranty, express or implied, for crop performance relative to the information given; nor
do we accept any liability for any loss, direct, indirect, or consequential, that may arise from any cause. Read all seed package labeling carefully to understand the terms and conditions of sale.
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